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MUSIC

Local quartet shares music, culture with eager Egyptian students
BY BRIAN MCELHINEY
Gazette Reporter

S

teven Partyka, drummer for
Capital Region jazz group the
Arch Stanton Quartet, wasn’t
in the best of moods when the
group went to perform for high
school students in Egypt.
But the experience turned out to be the
highlight of the band’s weeklong tour in the
country from March 20-26, not just for Partyka but indeed for the whole band — guitarist Roger Noyes, bassist Chris Macchia
and trumpeter Terry Gordon.
“[That was] the highlight of my life, and I
don’t think that’s gonna change if I’m gone
tomorrow or in 80 years,” Partyka said recently, while setting up for a gig at Jack’s
Place at The College of Saint Rose, less
than two weeks after the band had returned
home.
“I think — well, I don’t want to speak for
anybody else — I was all tired and cranky
when we got there, and we just walked out
onstage, and it sounded like 5,000 people
just paid $200 apiece to see us, the way
they just went nuts — and they had no idea
who we were.”

A little

jazz

diplomacy

EXCITED AND APPRECIATIVE
For the entire band, the level of enthusiasm they received from the high school
students was overwhelming — especially
considering their unfamiliarity with the
traditional jazz, swing and blues that Arch
Stanton performs.
“A lot of them, I don’t think, had heard
American jazz music before, really, which
is a little bit surprising because it is a major metropolitan city we’re performing in,”
Noyes said. “But at the same time I think,
if they are exposed to jazz music, a lot of
it might not be as traditional or straightahead as maybe what we do. So I think that
was visibly very new to them and exciting,
and so they let us know that. That was a
fantastic part of the trip.”
The trip was anchored by two performances at the fifth annual Cairo International Jazz Festival, held March 21-23.
American nonprofit organization AMIDEAST in Egypt, the U.S. Embassy in Egypt
and the American University in Cairo
funded the band’s tour, in the tradition of
the U.S. State Department’s jazz diplomacy
tours in the ’50s and ’60s with artists such
as Dave Brubeck and Louis Armstrong.
As part of the diplomacy side of the trip,
the band spent time performing at both
the university and for high school students
in Cairo and Alexandria, through AMIDEAST’s Access program. These performances also involved panel discussions
and workshops with the students. Often,
the band members felt they were sharing

ROGER NOYES

Is Terry Gordon playing for the Sphinx? Not exactly. The Arch Stanton Quartet trumpeter was striking the same pose as Louis Armstrong when he toured
Egypt in the 1960s.

more than just jazz music, but the ideals of
American culture and government too.
“That was an important element of what
we defined as the study of jazz diplomacy,
which is the sort of American tradition of
democracy and what our ideals are,” Noyes
said. “You have a common goal, a common
purpose — it’s your chart, your musical
chart that the band is following. But at the

SENIORS/FILM

BY BILL BUELL
Gazette Reporter

Rachel Robinson says
the time is right for ‘42’

Sara Foss
FOSS FORWARD

Sara Foss is on vacation.

EXOTIC, IN A WAY
The quartet was one of two U.S. bands to
play the Cairo International Jazz Festival,
along with New York City group the K.J.

Denhert Band. Morocco, Lebanon, Japan,
Lithuania, Bulgaria, France and England
were all represented on the lineup.
“It was kind of funny, at the jazz festival
— we’re relatively straight-ahead, but I felt
like [we were] the exotic band,” Macchia
said. “There was a lot of almost like Middle
See EGYPT, page B6

Audubon post ideal for bird lover Crotty

THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS

NEW YORK — Above all else,
Rachel Robinson remembers the
kissing.
When the taunts at the ballpark
grew too fierce and the naysayers
too loud, her husband, Jackie, would
come home to their Brooklyn apartment and the couple would try to
block out the world.
“So many people are curious

“It’s the message of a democratic society,
and how it really works correctly, and how
a jazz group is kind of a musical embodiment of that,” Gordon added.

NATURE

Jackie
Robinson,
signed by
the Brooklyn
Dodgers and
assigned to
its farm team
in Montreal,
holds hands
with his bride,
the former
Rachel Isum, in
Los Angeles on
Feb. 26, 1946.

BY STEVEN ZEITCHIK
Los Angeles Times

same time, everybody is trusted to play
their role, and everybody has something
that they can say or contribute in their solo
[and] improvisation. And that improvisation can sometimes have friction with the
sound of the band, but should complement it in a way. There’s a push and pull,
so that’s kind of the message that we talked
about.”

about how we were at home, thinking that we brought all the anger
and chaos in there with us,” Rachel
Robinson, 90, said last week as she
perched behind a desk at the gleaming offices of the education foundation she runs in lower Manhattan.
“But we had a pledge to each other
that we were going to try to keep
the house a haven. Someplace safe.
Someplace we didn’t have to replay
the mess outside.”
That “mess,” and the need to
take sanctuary from it, hit its peak
in spring 1947, when the Brooklyn
Dodgers’ No. 42 became the first
African American to play Major League Baseball. More than
65 years later, Rachel Robinson
vividly recalls the death threats
her husband faced from fans, the
teammates who refused to play
with him, the managers around
the game who said he didn’t belong
— the “whole experiment,” as she
and her husband, who died in 1972
at age 53, called his crossing into
the all-white league.
Though that breakthrough transformed professional sports, and
See ROBINSON, page B6

Few things in life are free of
politics. And while Erin Crotty
realizes that as much as anybody,
she doesn’t have to like it, especially when it comes to the environment.
“I’ve always believed that environmental issues are nonpartisan
issues, and fortunately there have
always been other people in New
York who have felt the same way,”
said Crotty, former Department of
Environmental Conservation commissioner for Gov. George Pataki
and the new director of Audubon
New York. “That’s the case with
the Audubon Society. We’re about
protecting birds and their habitat,
and that’s just good science and
makes good sense. It’s not about
politics.”
Crotty is succeeding Albert E.
Caccese, who became executive
director of Audubon New York
in 2007 when he replaced David
J. Miller, the man responsible for
creating the statewide chapter in
1988. State headquarters are at 200
Trillium Lane in Albany, and Crotty will be overseeing more than 30
employees staffing eight sanctuaries and education centers across
the state. New York Audubon has
more than 50,000 members.
“I am looking forward to working with the talented and dedicated Audubon staff, unparalleled
network of centers, sanctuaries,
chapters, members and partners
to build on Audubon New York’s
impressive conservation track
record in new and creative ways
for the protection of the Atlantic
Flyway birds,” said Crotty, 46. “I
am honored to lead Audubon New
York at this time of tremendous
growth and opportunity.”
According to David Yarnold,
CEO of the National Audubon
Society, Crotty is a perfect fit for
his organization.
“Erin brings a deep knowledge
base, along with her reputation
for being relentless in pursuit of
conservation solutions,” said Yarnold. “Those are just the qualities
Audubon New York needs right
now. She’ll find a terrific staff and

a committed board, and we see
nothing but upside for an environmental entrepreneur like Erin.”
Crotty said her first order of
business — she starts Monday —
will be to get to know the people
working for her.
“I’m going out and visiting all
the sanctuaries and centers and
I’m going to listen to my staff,” she
said. “The emphasis has always
been on protecting bird habitat,
and that will be a big priority of
mine. We want to promote and

protect our natural spaces, and
safeguard the well being of the
wildlife in those areas.”

FOUND HER PASSION
Birds have always been an interest of Crotty, who grew up in
Troy and went to Emma Willard
School before graduating from
Russell Sage with a degree in political science.
“I’ve always been passionate
about nature, from a very young
age, and I’ve always had an inter-

BILL BUELL/GAZETTE REPORTER

“I am an avid gardener, and I try to put natural grasses, native
plants and bushes and other food sources in the yard for our
birds,” says Erin Crotty, incoming director of Audubon New York.

est in birds,” she said. “I’ve always
had a curiosity about them, and
they’ve always been a part of my
life.”
She wasn’t always so sure,
however, how her love of nature
was going to manifest itself in a
career.
“After I graduated from Sage,
I was trying to decide if I should
go to grad school or law school,
so I took a year off and went to
work in California, the only time
in my life I did not live in New
York,” said Crotty. “I worked in a
law firm as a paralegal, and I ended
up working on all these environmental issues. It was as if I had an
epiphany. Working on policy as it
relates to the protection and conservation of our natural resources
was exactly what I wanted to do
with my life.”
Crotty returned to New York
and started taking graduate courses at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, earning her master’s in
urban and environmental studies
in 1992. She then went to work for
New York State Sen. John Daly, a
Republican from the Buffalo area.
At the time, Daly was chairman of
the state commission on toxic substances and hazardous wastes.
“I was craving for the opportunity to work in policy analysis, and
John Daly’s district included the
Love Canal,” said Crotty, referring
to the 1978 discovery of 22,000
tons of waste having been buried in the LaSalle neighborhood
of Niagara Falls. “He was a real
leader in the creation of modern
day environmental legislation in
New York state, and working with
him for a few years was a great
experience for me.”
Later, Gov. Pataki recruited
Crotty to work with his staff.
“He asked me to become a
policy analyst and work on environmental issues, and from there
I gradually took on more and
more responsibility,” said Crotty.
“I became his director of special
environmental projects. I worked
on policy involving watershed
and landfill issues, I worked on
See CROTTY, page B6
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The Arch Stanton Quartet performs in Al Azhar Park in the Cairo International Jazz Festival on
March 23.
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Members of the Arch Stanton Quartet interact with Access students in Cairo. “The session was a
great opportunity to meet the students, converse with them in English and support their studies,
and expose them to American jazz and culture,” said the group’s Roger Noyes. “This was a big
highlight of our trip.”

Egypt: Quartet finds that people they meet are like us
Gordon said. “So it’s really Jim Ketterer’s
legwork.”

Continued from page B4
Eastern-fusion type of music, and I think
we were the only band I saw that really
swung, you know. We had a blues feeling,
which I don’t think most of the bands there
had.”
Jim Ketterer, Arch Stanton’s former
drummer who founded the group about
four years ago, was instrumental in gettiing
the band to Egypt.
About two years ago, he became country director for AMIDEAST in Egypt,
which works to prepare Egyptians looking
to head to the U.S. for higher education,
as well as hosting other cultural events
through the U.S. Embassy-run Access
program.
“He’s well-connected, and he made the
contacts and made everything happen,”

Robinson
Continued from page B4
the saga was more dramatic than
countless other ballpark films,
Rachel Robinson resisted a Jackie
Robinson movie for decades. None
of the producer pitches she heard
over the years could do the story
justice, she felt; nothing captured
what the young couple really endured.
But a few years ago, Robinson
sold the rights to financier and producer Thomas Tull of Legendary
Pictures (“The Dark Knight”) and
gave her blessing to studio Warner Bros. and writer-director Brian Helgeland, the Oscar-winning
screenwriter of “L.A. Confidential.”
On Friday, “42,” the first big-screen
look in more than a half-century at
that pivotal season, hit theaters.
At once a sociology-minded
period piece and gentle character
study, “42” re-creates in large-scale,
studio-worthy scope the events of
Robinson’s first season with the
Dodgers as well as his private life.
In 1947, Robinson batted .297 and
was named the National League
rookie of the year. But “42” is less
interested in the player’s skills than
his crucibles — a Montreal Royals minor-league game in which
he responded to a hateful pitcher
by cannily baiting him into a balk,
or a Philadelphia Phillies contest
in which Robinson was harshly
taunted by Ben Chapman, the
team’s segregationist manager, but
held his tongue.
Rachel Robinson said she
warmed to the idea of a movie about
her husband — always Jack, never
Jackie — as the march of time and
integration left a new generation
increasingly ignorant of those days
before the civil rights era. Though
her own memories of the period
remain sharp, a film, she thought,
offered the opportunity to educate people growing up in Barack
Obama’s America about those
charged days, when black fans in

BAKED CHICKEN DINNER
AND BAKE SALE
Saturday, April 13,
4:40 - 6:30 pm
Adults $10; Children
5-12, $5; Under 5 Free

Scotia United Methodist Church
201 N. Ten Broeck St., Scotia
For Info and Dir. Call 372-9575
Wheel Chair Accessible

JUST REGULAR PEOPLE
This was the farthest away from home
that anyone in the band had toured — Noyes
spent a term in China while in school, where
he also performed, but not to the level that
the Arch Stanton Quartet did on this trip.
So perhaps the most surprising thing about
the trip for everyone involved was how little
culture shock they experienced. Most of the
people they met spoke English, and many
of the signs were written in both Arabic
and English, so the language barrier was
negligible as well.
“I think the biggest thing is something I
suspected and finally was able to actually
see for myself, is that we have more in common with people over there than anything

And while she might not put
it that way, the film also offered
a more personal opportunity for
Robinson: the chance to relive a
relationship that ended way too
soon.
“After Rachel saw the movie
for the first time, I said ‘What did
you think?’” recalled “42” writerdirector Helgeland. “And she said,
‘I loved how much we kissed.’ And
then she got emotional. It was the
only thing she ever said to me
about the finished film. And it hit
me: Her take-away from the whole
thing was that she got to see her
husband one more time.”
“42” stars the Brooklyn-raised,
Oxford-educated newcomer Chadwick Boseman, at once warm and
stoic, pioneering and workmanlike,
as Jackie Robinson, while the role
of Rachel — Jackie’s emotional ballast and new bride — is played with
appropriate steadfastness by Nicole
Beharie (“Shame”). A lively, cigarchomping Harrison Ford portrays
Dodgers President Branch Rickey,
conveying a noble opportunism as
he breaks baseball’s color barrier for
reasons both moral and capitalistic.
Hamish Linklater embodies young
pitcher Ralph Branca, one of Robinson’s few welcoming teammates.
Also figuring into the story:
the Southern men in the Dodgers
dugout like Pee Wee Reese, who
eventually came around to accepting Robinson, and those who
never did. And of course there are
the opponents who threw epithets
and much worse.

DEBATE WITH DIRECTOR
Rachel Robinson was an essential
counterbalance to her husband, say
those who knew them, including
Branca, now 87 and the last surviving member of the ’47 Dodgers.
“She would cool him down if he
needed to be cooled down and lift
him up if he needed a boost,” said
Branca, who served as an important resource for both Helgeland
and Linklater. “People don’t understand how important that was to a
man who was not allowed to show
his emotions.”
There was, of course, an earlier
movie, “The Jackie Robinson Story,”
released in 1950 and starring Robinson himself. Unlike most as-him-
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the band received one of the most enthusiastic reactions it has ever had.
“Even at the jazz fest, the American jazz
club etiquette — the clapping after solos,
a little bit of hooting and hollering. And
you see people when you go to jazz clubs
— people are having a conversation, the
band stops, people just clap — it’s like an
automatic reaction,” Partyka said.
“That so much didn’t exist, because I
guess it is just part of our American culture of jazz, but everybody — after every
performance that we did, people came
up and said, ‘It was great; we loved it’
— much more so than just playing a jazz
club here.”

‘IT WAS GREAT; WE LOVED IT’

Reach Gazette reporter Brian McElhiney
at 395-3111 or mcelhiney@dailygazette.net.

Then there was the festival itself, where

Crotty
Continued from page B4
the New York Harbor issue, and
from there I became his deputy
commissioner of water quality and
remediation.”
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Noyes continued. “You know, we should
have seen that, because we’re there, and
that’s kind of what’s everyday life for a lot
of people in the country. So it was really
important for us to see that.”
For the most part, though, the band was
able to avoid any areas where violence had
taken place, despite seeing some remnants
of the revolution.
“We avoided certain areas where that
might have flared up more,” Noyes said. “I
mean, certainly we saw buildings like the
Interior Ministry Building we saw that had
been just a blackened shell they left standing — just burned. There was a hotel that
had the same thing. So you’d pass by these
structures, sort of remnants.”

the South were seated separately
beyond the outfield wall, and some
restaurants wouldn’t seat her or her
husband at all.
“I was getting older, and I really
wanted kids to know who Jack was
and to think about what they can
do with their own lives,” said Robinson, who met her husband when
the two were studying at UCLA.
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else,” Macchia said. “Just regular people
trying to have a good time, live their lives,
be with their family. Really no crazy differences other than subtle cultural ones.”
“I think you’re always sort of surprised
when you visit a foreign country, how sort
of not unlike your own it is,” Noyes added.
“There are sections of Queens that are no
different than Cairo.”
The band did come across signs of the
January 2011 Egyptian Revolution — at one
point, a souvenir shopping spree suggested
by a travel companion led the band just
outside Tahrir Square, where most of the
protesting was centered and still continues.
“It was on a Friday, which is protest
day,” Gordon said. “We walked right past
one.”
“Which is an amazing thing to see,”
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Rachel Robinson waves to the crowd after receiving the Major
League Baseball commissioner's Historic Achievement Award
on Jackie Robinson Day at Dodger Stadium on April 15, 2007.

self exercises, this one was well reviewed. But it was close — too close
— to what happened. That’s one
reason Rachel Robinson (who had
script approval on “42”) wanted the
new movie to cover her husband’s
whole life: his childhood, his years
after he left baseball in 1956.
Helgeland, though, resisted — he
didn’t like biopics that spanned too
much time.
Eventually, Helgeland persuaded
Robinson — whom he described
with a smile as “formidable” — that
his approach was the best. They
then went back and forth by email
as he sought to make sure he captured the era. At one point, she
summoned him from Los Angeles
to New York. She had a concern
with the Montreal Royals scene,
which had her asking a reporter
what a balk was.
“In what world,” she said, “do
you think I don’t know what a balk
is?” She wore a smile but she wasn’t
joking, Helgeland recalled. So he
changed it.
Though Helgeland had dealt successfully with period films before,
the challenge of getting “42” right
was radically different. “The night
we showed it to her I said to Tull,
‘What if she doesn’t like it?’ This
was a woman with all the moral
authority in the world. And her
opinion was all that mattered.”
In real life, Jackie Robinson was
feisty, but Rickey discouraged him
from giving in to any of the hostility
he faced in his first three seasons
in the major leagues. He wasn’t to
argue balls and strikes, and he certainly wasn’t to reply to the taunts
of people like Chapman. In “42” he
is depicted as reacting emotionally
only once — when he thinks he’s
alone, he bashes a bat against a
dugout wall. Helgeland invented
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that scene.
“Sometimes people attribute
Jack’s actions to anger. He was
very careful in the management of
his anger, mostly because he didn’t
want to spoil the opportunity or
stop the experiment from moving
forward,” Rachel Robinson said.
“When he played, he was assertive. But all too often people equate
assertiveness on the part of black
males as anger and aggression, and
that wasn’t Jack.”

APRIL 15 TRADITION
On Monday, Rachel Robinson
will make what these days is a rare
trip to a baseball game, for Jackie
Robinson Day, a tradition the league
started in 2004 to honor his legacy.
On that date — Robinson’s first in
the majors — all players wear the
number 42. Rachel Robinson will
be on hand at Dodger Stadium in
L.A. after attending the Hollywood
premiere of “42.”
She looked around her office at
the Jackie Robinson Foundation. A
longtime nurse, she’s been doing
this work for four decades, launching into it after a string of tragedies
— her son Jackie Jr. was killed in
an automobile accident in 1971; her
husband was felled by a heart attack in 1972; her mother died the
following year. Starting the foundation, she said, was as much personal
therapy as social good.
Robinson said she doesn’t have
much time for nostalgia, just as
she didn’t want to harbor anger 66
years ago.
“It only destroys you, so I let
it go,” she said. “I remember the
time at Florida [for spring-training] when Jack and I first got there
and we went to a restaurant that
wouldn’t serve us. We were very
angry. And we went home to the
little room we were staying in, in
Daytona, and we sat on the bed and
then we thought, ‘This is so ridiculous.’ And then we fell off the bed
laughing. No one outside would
believe we could laugh at that. But
that was our survival mechanism.
We had to laugh.”

said Sheehan, now a vice president
at Capitol Hill Management Services
in Albany, a consulting firm dealing
with financial management and government affairs services for nonprofit
groups. “I’m happy and I’m thrilled
for her because this position is a
perfect blend of the things she loves
personally and her professional career. It’s a huge positive for Audubon
New York in terms of their direction.
She will improve all the relationships
they have, and she will elevate their
status here in New York.”

Then, in 2001, Pataki named Crotty
DEC commissioner, the first woman
ever to be named to the post, and she PEOPLE PERSON
Sheehan met Crotty when they
served there for four years.
“I really enjoyed working with the were both working in state governgovernor and the Legislature, and I ment in 1995.
“Her passion and her dedication
felt like we were able to accomplish
many things,” said Crotty. “Gover- rubs off on people,” said Sheehan.
“She’s excellent at
nor Pataki really besetting priorities
lieved that environand helping people
mental issues were
work toward those
economic ones. It ‘I’m happy and
priorities. At the
was a fantastic job.” I’m thrilled for
DEC, we all knew
At the DEC, Crotand understood
ty was in charge of her because
what our goals were
3,300 employees and this position
and what we were
handled a budget of
trying to achieve.
approximately $1 is a perfect
Erin’s very stratebillion. She led the blend of the
gic.”
way in the developCrotty lives in the
ment of the Regional things she loves
hilly and rural secGreenhouse Gas Ini- personally and
tion of Rensselaer
tiative, developing a
County with her
cap and trade pro- her professional
husband, Jay Milgram for carbon di- career.’
lington, and their
oxide emissions, and
she also oversaw the
DENISE SHEEHAN son, Zachary. Their
backyard, complete
purchase of 260,000
Erin Crotty’s former DEC
with bird feeders
acres of wilderness
deputy commissioner
and bluebird housland in the Adirones, befits someone
dack Mountains for
conservation purposes. Crotty also who obviously loves nature.
“I am an avid gardener, and I try
helped craft the Superfund/Brownfields Law of 2003 and was a key to put natural grasses, native plants
negotiator in the historic New York and bushes and other food sources
in the yard for our birds,” she said.
City Watershed Agreement.
After leaving her post as DEC “I try to be very bird-friendly.”
She says she loves most every
commissioner in 2005, Crotty created her own consulting agency, kind of winged creature, but she
and in 2008 began working at RPI admits she does have a soft spot
as its director of Community Re- for the Baltimore oriole.
“I hate to single out one kind, belations, coordinating community
partnership programs and expand- cause they’re all kind of like chiling local outreach efforts. She left dren,” she said. “But I have to say
it’s always a special moment when
that post earlier this month.
Denise Sheehan, Crotty’s former I see the pair of Baltimore orioles
deputy commissioner at the DEC and we have nesting in the area. When
her successor there, said Crotty is the they show up for the first time each
perfect person to take over the reins spring, it’s pretty magical.”
at Audubon New York.
“Erin’s the person who, when Reach Gazette reporter
you’re outdoors walking in a field, Bill Buell at 395-3190 or
will tell you what you’re looking at,” bbuell@dailygazette.com.
Erin Crotty,
former director
of the state
Department of
Environmental
Conservation,
is set to
become
director of
Audubon
New York
next week.
BILL BUELL/
GAZETTE REPORTER

